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motivation

There is a large and ever growing collections of annotated speech data, 
improving automated analysis techniques, and a cultural shift towards 
greater data sharing. 



motivation

But…

• These corpora are not all formatted in the same way.
• Many collections cannot ethically allow the raw audio to be shared.
• Even for the solo researcher, data structuring feels like reinventing the 

wheel every time.
• Lacking a common corpus analysis framework can make comparability 

across research groups challenging.





New World: US and Canada

Old World:
UK and Ireland

• 43+ datasets, 4 countries, 115 years
• heterogeneous corpus formats
• to date 10 datasets are imported & measurements from 6 
datasets have been generated 



Vowels

It has been suggested that when a vowel is involved in a phonetic 
change in a speech community, this will be reflected in individuals’ 
phonetic distributions, as they will spread out along the same axis as 
the change (Labov 1994).

Let’s see if it pans out. We’ll look at the “axis of variation” of speakers’ 
vowel distributions.



Vowels

• The vowel formant data was extracted using a FAVE-like system.
• Dialect specific initial prototypes based on hand measurements.

• F1, F2 and F3 chosen from all formants at 5 candidate pole settings.

• Speaker-specific re-estimation, iterating until results were identical between 
iterations.

• Measured at 1/3 of duration.

• We only used words where there is shared lexical incidence across the 
varieties examined (Unisyn).



Vowels

Corpus

Dialect

N Vowels

ICECAN

Canada

11.6k

Buckeye

Columbus

115.3k

SOTC

Glasgow

105k

SCOTS

Scotland

87.1k

Corpus

Dialect

N Vowels

Raleigh

Raleigh

162.8k

Santa Barbara

West

16.9k

Northern Cities

6.1k



Vowels – Getting Axes of Variation
A representative speaker from Raleigh (Woman, DOB 1942)

We can get the axis of variation 
for the original data.Original TRAP distribution

Principal components analysis
rotates the data.
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Vowels – Analyzing Axis of Variation
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Is the angle across which this speaker’s 
TRAP vowel is distributed the same
angle in which TRAP is changing over 
time in Raleigh?



Vowels – Getting Axis of Variation
The cross generational change in Raleigh for TRAP is lowering and retracting, somewhat.



Vowels – Comparing Axis of Variation

In Raleigh, the average axis of 
variation of speakers’ distributions 
in each generation appears to be 
unrelated to the direction of cross 
generational change.



TRAP Results – All Dialects

Most varieties appear to have some 
cross generational TRAP retraction, 
but the average axis of variation of 
individuals’ distributions is mostly 
vertical.



GOOSE Results, across dialects

On the other hand, most varieties have 
some form of GOOSE fronting, and the 
axis of variation more horizontal. 

Exceptions are from the Scottish 
Corpora, which have both the frontest
GOOSE, and are lowering.



TRAP – Spread along axis

The degree to which TRAP

is spread out along its 
primary axis is fairly 
stable across 
generations.



GOOSE – Spread along axis

GOOSE, on the other 
hand, seems to have an 
increasing spread along 
its primary axis over 
generations.



Axes – A broader view.



Why these axes?

For most vowels, the axis of variation is vertical. This could be 
understood in terms of variation in jaw opening.

The fact that GOOSE (and sometimes FLEECE) are more horizontally 
angled requires more investigation.



Conclusion

Weak evidence for individuals reflecting the trajectory of change within 
their own phonetic distributions. For the most part, their axis and 
spread seem to be a product of where in the vowel space they are 
located.

But, there is some evidence of dialect specificity with respect to both 
angle and spread.



Conclusion

A unified corpus analysis strategy, in combination with utilizing proper 
database methods, can help us investigate open conjectures about 
sound change.
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Thank you!
Please let us know if you would like us to 
work with your data
http://spade.glasgow.ac.uk/
arts-spade@glasgow.ac.uk
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